LETTER NO 9

(Letter written by Bhaiji)

Dehradun
2.11.34

Snehaspadeshu (dear one)

After reading your letter Ma spent the rest of the time lying down with her face covered. Naturally there is no possibility for you to get the reply before Sunday. I shall be writing to you later on.

Hope all of you are keeping well.

Well wisher,

Jyotish Chandra Roy

The Analysis:

We are not sure whether this action of Ma was caused by BG’s letter or not. Very often we noticed in the Lila of Ma that She never ignored anything. Her reaction to queries was prompt, clear and unambiguous. We never noticed Ma giving any preferential importance to queries, whether these came from a learned and spiritual person or from a layman. Of course, at times she would say, “This moment I don’t have the kheyal to say anything.” But here we see quite an unusual reaction from Ma. Though we have no clue as to the content of BG’s letter, Ma’s apparent reluctance to reply immediately must have some inner significance. Bhaiji was quite considerate to write an immediate reply lest the absence of a response caused BG to become impatient.